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By Marong, Alhagi

Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: LAP Lambert Academic Publishing | The Economic, Social and
Environmental Implications of Oil Production in Nigeria | Sustainable Development Law This book
studies the normative significance of the concept of &apos;sustainable development&apos; in
international law, and suggests ways through which legal norms and processes could contribute to
its realization. By arguing that the idea of sustainable development emerged from several
international discursive processes involving states, non-state actors and issue-oriented groups, the
book challenges orthodox understandings of international law as law made by and for states. The
author posits that sustainable development has normative force, but that its normative influence
does not depend upon whether it is a rule of customary international law. Rather, sustainable
development is presented as a legitimate expectation that States, multinational corporations and
domestic actors would pursue their development objectives in ways that further the realization of
economic and social progress, without destroying the environmental basis for the development of
future generations. These ideas are discussed in the context of a case study of the petroleum
industry in Nigeria and draws implications for the wider West African sub-region. | Format:
Paperback | Language/Sprache: english | 332 pp.
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An exceptional pdf as well as the typeface utilized was interesting to see. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am very happy to
explain how this is actually the best pdf i actually have go through within my individual daily life and might be he greatest publication for possibly.
-- Fr eddie Zula uf-- Fr eddie Zula uf

It is an amazing publication which i actually have at any time go through. It really is writter in easy words and phrases rather than hard to understand. Its
been developed in an extremely easy way which is merely following i finished reading through this pdf in which actually changed me, affect the way i think.
-- Ga r r y Lind-- Ga r r y Lind
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